Physical Biology of Cells and Cell Interactions – PBioC

Application for a Master Thesis – How to Proceed

You may apply for the master thesis six weeks at the earliest and two weeks at the latest before you wish to start, the date of receipt in the examination office being decisive.

When applying you must have successfully completed all other compulsory and elective modules of the master programme and have obtained 90 CP.

The period for the module “master thesis” starts at the earliest one day after the examination office has officially assigned the topic. The module lasts six months.

Internal Master Thesis
The supervisors may be professors or PDs provided they take part in the master degree programme PBioC.

External Master Thesis
External master theses have to be approved before the official application (also see: External Modules Procedure).

For this you need to submit an informal covering letter, a short exposé describing the module and specifying its period of time as well as a written confirmation of both, the external and the internal, supervisors stating that the module meets the requirements requested by the regulations (Prüfungsordnung) of PBioC.

The internal supervisor must be a professor teaching in the master programme PBioC.

The examinations office requires four bound copies of the master thesis. Also, you have to add and sign the following declaration:

I have written this master thesis independently and without use of any resources other than the ones quoted in the thesis. Any parts whose contents I have quoted or relied on are duly referred to their sources.

Furthermore, this thesis has not yet been published or used for other performances. While effecting the academical work for the thesis I have not received any remuneration.

Thus I declare that assessing this thesis I have respected good academical practice.

The study regulations relevant for the respective cohort contain more detailed information. Please note: The German original version is legally binding.
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